Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Many-particle systems subjected to external driving forces exhibit a variety of nonequilibrium phases and phase transitions, such as a plastic depinning transition^[@CR1]--[@CR11]^ and a reversible-to-irreversible flow transition (RIT)^[@CR12]--[@CR17]^. Using a superconducting vortex system in amorphous ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${}_{1-x}$$\end{document}$ films with random pinning centers, we have previously shown^[@CR18]--[@CR20]^ that the depinning transition is a nonequilibrium phase transition, as predicted numerically^[@CR5]^: When the vortices (particles) with an ordered initial configuration are driven by a suddenly applied dc current (dc force), they are gradually pinned by random pinning sites and transform into a less organized configuration. This transient process called a dynamic disordering is detected from the time-dependent voltage $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau $$\end{document}$ required for the system to settle into the steady state exhibit a power-law divergence at the depinning current with critical exponents $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\nu }_{d}=1.4\pm 0.4$$\end{document}$^[@CR18]--[@CR20]^. More recently, using ac drive^[@CR21]^, we have also observed the critical behavior of the depinning transition with the critical exponent close to that for the dc drive, which is the further demonstration of the universality of the nonequilibrium depinning transition^[@CR5]^. In these experiments, however, the critical behavior has been observed only on the moving (fluctuating diffusing \[active\]) side of the transition. This is because a reliable data of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$V(t)$$\end{document}$ could not be obtained in the pinned (non-fluctuating quiescent \[absorbing\]) phase, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau $$\end{document}$ on both sides of the transition has been reported in the single crystal of NbS$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${}_{2}$$\end{document}$^[@CR22]^. Note, however, that the transition is induced by "jamming\" of vortices at large dc currents instead of the depinning at small currents. Reported values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau $$\end{document}$ are by approximately five orders of magnitude larger than those in the depinning transition and the critical exponent $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\nu }_{d}\,=$$\end{document}$ 1.4, suggestive of the different universality class of the "jamming\" transition from that of the depinning transition.

In observing the depinning transition, the random pinning centers within the amorphous films play a crucial role. Meanwhile, independent of pinning, when the particles (vortices) with a random initial distribution are periodically driven by a suddenly applied ac shearing force (ac current), they collide with one another and experience a random force^[@CR12]--[@CR15]^. This gives rise to a rearrangement in the particle configuration so that they avoid next collisions, thus random organization (the dynamic ordering) proceeds. After the long-time periodic shear with small displacements, the particles settle into a reversible state where all of them return to their initial position after each shear cycle and hence, it is a non-fluctuating quiescent (absorbing) state. On the other hand, they reach a fluctuating irreversible (active) state for large shear amplitudes $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${d}_{c}$$\end{document}$, where some particles always collide and the system loses reversibility. The relaxation times $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau $$\end{document}$ for the system to reach the steady state show a power-law divergence on both sides of the transition, indicative of the nonequilibrium phase transition. This phenomenon called RIT was first observed in the experiment of colloidal suspensions which were contained and sheared periodically in the gap between two concentric cylinders and in the numerical simulation^[@CR12]--[@CR14]^. The critical exponents obtained from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau (d)$$\end{document}$ for the experiment and for the simulation in two dimensions (2D) were $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pm $$\end{document}$ 0.02, respectively. These values are similar to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\nu }_{d}$$\end{document}$ for the depinning transition^[@CR18]--[@CR20]^, suggesting that the both transitions may fall into the same universality class^[@CR5]^.

To explore the universality of RIT reported in the colloidal suspensions, we performed similar experiments using the vortex system of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${}_{1-x}$$\end{document}$ films. First, we used a film with a Corbino-disk (CD) contact geometry^[@CR18]^. In CD, under the application of an ac radial current, the vortices rotate periodically back and forth around the CD center by feeling a global shear inversely proportional to the radius $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r$$\end{document}$ of rotation, where they do not cross the sample edges^[@CR23]--[@CR25]^. Although this is analogous to the colloidal experiment^[@CR12]--[@CR14]^, there is some difference between the two systems: The colloidal system^[@CR12]--[@CR14],[@CR17]^ is a 3D and dilute system, while the vortex system is a 2D and more strongly interacting system. For the latter system in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${}_{1-x}$$\end{document}$ film, the characteristic length scales for the vortex core and vortex-vortex interaction are the superconducting coherence length and London penetration length, respectively, which are of the order of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1{0}^{2}$$\end{document}$ nm^[@CR26],[@CR27]^. In contrast to the case of the colloidal system, the collisions between the vortices do not occur directly. One can easily control the mean intervortex spacing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${a}_{0}\approx \sqrt{{\Phi }_{0}/B}$$\end{document}$ by changing the applied magnetic field $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\Phi }_{0}$$\end{document}$ is a flux quantum. Despite these differences between the two systems, we observed the critical behavior of RIT in the vortex system^[@CR15]^ similar to that reported in the colloidal suspensions.

The study of the vortex system has implications, since the results are compared with the ones from more strongly interacting systems, such as dense, amorphous solid^[@CR28]--[@CR30]^ and jamming systems^[@CR31]--[@CR33]^, and from more dilute colloidal ones^[@CR12]--[@CR14],[@CR17]^, which undergo RIT. In more recent simulations, the critical behavior of RIT with similar $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu =1.2\mbox{--}1.3$$\end{document}$ has been reported for the colloidal suspensions subjected to isotropic local shear^[@CR34]^, instead of the anisotropic global shear mentioned above. It has been predicted that in the vicinity of RIT, large-scale density fluctuations in the particle configuration are suppressed and the particular configuration called hyperuniform order emerges. Recently, we extended our study of RIT using CD with the artificial global shear ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\propto 1/r$$\end{document}$) to cover more general situations where the random local shear due to random quenched disorder is present. Thus, we used ordinary strip-shaped films of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${}_{1-x}$$\end{document}$ with random pinning centers and found that RIT also occurs^[@CR35],[@CR36]^, consistent with the theoretical prediction^[@CR15]^.

In our previous study using a vortex system^[@CR18],[@CR35],[@CR36]^, however, the experimental resolution of the time-dependent voltage $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$| V(t)| $$\end{document}$ was not sufficient to resolve the critical dynamics accurately, in particular, in the reversible state. In fact, we could not even detect the critical behavior of RIT in the reversible state of the strip samples^[@CR35],[@CR36]^. The critical exponent $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1.35\pm 0.15$$\end{document}$, respectively, making it difficult to characterize the details of the transition, such as the universality class of the transition, in a convincing manner. We consider that the similar difficulties will be experienced by other experimental systems studying RIT^[@CR12]--[@CR14],[@CR30]^. To overcome the difficulties, in our work, we have used the ac current with much higher frequencies $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu $$\end{document}$ is, within error bars, in agreement with the critical exponent $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu =1.295\pm 0.006$$\end{document}$ expected for the absorbing phase transition^[@CR37]--[@CR41]^ in the directed-percolation (DP) universality class in 2D^[@CR42],[@CR43]^.

We have also succeeded in obtaining detailed information on the reversible flow and the transition region. We have found that as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d\lesssim {a}_{0}$$\end{document}$. Finally, we will present a heuristic discussion on the possibility of a smectic-flow regime, which has been predicted^[@CR44]^ to intervene between reversible and irreversible flow.

Experimental Method {#Sec2}
===================
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Results and Discussion {#Sec3}
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According to the recent simulation^[@CR44]^ for a periodically sheared overdamped particles over quenched disorder, such as the vortex system studied in this work, there are two transition points for RIT, which are characterized by two values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${d}_{c2}$$\end{document}$ is from this smectic flow to fully irreversible flow. They are schematically illustrated in the insets to Fig. [3(a,b)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. While it is of great interest to verify this prediction by more direct experiments, it is difficult to measure the relaxation transverse to the drive in the actual samples. This is because the Hall component of the voltage is much smaller than the longitudinal voltage and the signal to noise ratio is significantly small due to the longitudinal component originating from the slight misalignment of the Hall-voltage probes, added to the transverse voltage.

We expect that the present work will stimulate further research on RIT, e.g., in the presence of isotropic shear where smectic flow is considered to be absent, and on nonequilibrium phase transitions in various many-particle systems, including colloidal particles^[@CR52],[@CR53]^ or dense, jammed systems^[@CR28],[@CR54]--[@CR59]^.
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                \begin{document}$${\nu }_{d}\,\approx $$\end{document}$ 1.4 for the nonequilibrium depinning transition obtained in the same vortex system from the data on the moving (fluctuating) side of the transition^[@CR18],[@CR19]^, consistent with the prediction that both transitions may fall into the same universality class as the absorbing transition in 2D DP^[@CR5]^.
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                \begin{document}$$\nu $$\end{document}$ = 1.295 for the 2D DP class and using simulation results with anisotropic periodic shear^[@CR44]^, we suggest the possibility of the narrow smectic-flow regime intervening between the fully reversible and irreversible flow states.
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